




















authored#by#Yáng!Xióng! (53#B.C.HA.D.#18).# It#describes#how#Fāngyán#was#compiled#as#well#as# its#basic#
structure#and#its#linguistic#value,#and#then#introduces#actual#examples#of#studies#of#old#Chinese#dialects#



























The# history# of# dictionaries# in# ancient# China# begins# with# Ěryǎ!É,1#which# is#
considered# to#have#been#created# sometime#between# the#end#of# the# second#and# the#
beginning#of#the#first#century#B.C.2#From#the#last#half#of#the#Eastern#Zhou#period#(770H
256B.C.)# through# the# Former# Han# period,# there# was# a# custom# of# giving# semantic#
explanations#for#abstruse#words#written#in#scriptures.#This#custom,#known#as#xùngǔ#
,#produced#two#specific#forms:#Interpretation#with#phrases#or#simple#sentences,#and#
explanation# with# synonymous# words.# Ěryǎ# is# a# dictionary# that# includes# a#
comprehensive# collection#of# these#xùngǔ,# grouped# into# lexical# items.3#Fāngyán#,#
which#will#be# introduced# in# this#paper,# is# a#dictionary#of# the# same#general#nature#as#
Ěryǎ.#However,#it#is#unique#in#the#following#two#aspects:##
(1)#It#specifies#the#areas#of#distribution#of#the#words#included;##












                                                
1#In# this#paper,# the#Chinese#names#of#books,#names#of#people,#and#names#of#areas# (ancient#names#of#
areas),#as#well#as#the#Chinese#word#forms,#will#be#spelled#in#Pinyin,#which#is#widely#used#in#China.#
2#There# are# various# theories# as# to# the# completion# of# Ěryǎ.# The# theory# that# it# was# already# completed#
before#the#second#century#B.C.#is#also#widely#supported.#This#issue#is#not#to#be#discussed#in#this#paper.#
3#In# addition# to# dictionaries# like# Ěryǎ# that# organized# entries# according# to# lexical# items,# other# ancient#
Chinese#dictionaries#catalogued#their#contents#according#to#the#sounds#or#structures#of#characters.#The 
former#type#of#dictionaries#are#said#to#have#been#created#by#around#the#third#century,#but#the#earliest#









Xióng# hÈ # (53# B.C.HA.D.# 18),# who# lived# in# the# late# Former# Han# period. 4 #The#
compilation#process#of#Fāngyán!can#be#roughly#summarized#as#follows.#
From#the#Zhou#period#(ca.#1046H256#B.C.)#through#the#Qin#period#(221H207#B.C.),#
the# imperial# court# sent#emissaries# to# various# regions#every#August# to# collect# ancient#
words#and#regional#words.#When#the#Qin#Dynasty#was#overthrown,#these#words#were#












accurate# interpretations#of# the#abstruse#words#used# in#Confucian#scriptures.# In#other#
words,#Yáng#Xióng#believed#that#old#words#that#had#already#been#lost#in#the#common#
                                                
4#Hóng#Mài#À#(1123H1202#A.D.),#who#lived#in#the#Southern#Sung#period,#raised#doubts#whether#Yáng#
Xióng# truly# authored#Fāngyán.# Later,# in#Qing# times,#Dài# Zhèn#dË raised#an#objection# to#Hóng#Mài’s#
theory.#Since#then,#it#has#become#widely#acknowledged#that#Yáng#Xióng#authored#Fāngyán.#In#any#case,#
there#is#a#record#of#Yīng#Shào#b4#(~#around#A.D.#200)#quoting#directly#from#Fāngyán#in#the#Later#Han#
























The# entries# in# Fāngyán# come# in# several# different# patterns.# Following# is# an#
example#of#one#simple#type:#
 






As# this# example# shows,#we# can#obtain#detailed# information#on#a# certain# lexical#














                                                
6#However,# for#most#of#the#words# included# in#Volume#12#and#Volume#13,#the#areas#of#distribution#are#




















texts,# I#would# like#to#propose#that#the#meaning#of#the#words# included# in#this#entry# is#
“to#have#a#thorough#knowledge#(of#the#nature#of#things).”7#
With# regard# to# (2),# the# names# of# the# areas# described# in#Fāngyán# include# ones#
actually# used# in# the# late# Han# period,# but# many# of# them# are# from# the# Zhou# period,#
which# poses# a# problem.# Geographical# ranges# of# the# names# used# in# Zhou# times# vary#
significantly# at# different# periods.# Therefore,# the# question# here# is#which# geographical#





when# he# succeeded# in# reconstructing# Ancient# Chinese# used# around# 600# A.D.# and#
Archaic# Chinese# used# around# 800# B.C.;# and# the# results# came# to# fruition# in# Karlgren#
(1957).# Thanks# to# the# efforts# of# many# researchers# since# then,# the# accuracy# of# the#
reconstruction# is# much# improved# today.# However,# many# of# the# regional# words#
included#in#Fāngyán#are#ones#used#in#the#late#Former#Han#period,#belonging#neither#to#












Schuessler# (2009).# Then,# the# words# in# Entry# 1# of# Volume# 1# shown# above# will# be#
reconstructed# as# zhì!p [*treh],#dǎng!Ï# [*tâŋʔ],# xiǎo!r# [*hiâuʔ],# and# zhé!@#
[*trat].#







Despite# these# flaws,# many# have# conducted# productive# studies# of# old# Chinese#


























If# the# lexical# items# listed# in# Fāngyán! are# mapped# by# the# studies# of# modern#
Chinese#dialects,#comparing#the#two#maps#can#provide#us#with#important#information.#
Here,# I# would# like# to# use# as# an# example# the# character# from# Fāngyán’s# (Entry# 1# of#





Map# 1.# Map# showing# the# regional# words# for# the# lexical# item# zhì! # [*treh]# ‘to# have# a# thorough#
knowledge#(of#the#nature#of#things)’#in#the#Han#period#
#
To#my# knowledge,# no#map# exists# for# the# same# lexical# item# in#modern# Chinese#
dialects.#However,#there#is#a#map#showing#regional#words#for#the#lexical#item#zhīdào!



















period# and# of#modern# Chinese# dialects.# Now,# I# would# like# to# examine#whether# it# is#





and#Hǎidài.#The#word# forms#wǔ!a# and#yán]K# are#distributed# in# the#areas#between#
them.#At#first#glance,#it#seems#that#this#exhibits#what#Japanese#dialect#geographers#call#
“ABA#distribution”#(i.e.,jí! #is#A,#and#wǔ!a#and#yán!]Kare#B;#see#Iwata#(2010:#20H21;#







just# described,# due# to# imperfection# of# Fāngyán# as# a# linguistic# resource,# even# if# we#
apply#a#geolinguistical#method#to#dialect#maps#created#based#on#Fāngyán,# its#effects#
are# limited.# Nonetheless,# even# if# we# cannot# definitively# determine# the# actual#
distributions,# we# can# still# use# geolinguistical# evidence# to# identify# and# rule# out#


















own,#which#means# that# these#words#appear# in#no#or# very# few#ancient#Chinese# texts#
except# for# Fāngyán.# These#words# are# Chinese# slang#words# or# the#words# of#minority#
languages.#The#fact#that#these#words#are#recorded#in#Fāngyán,#which#was#completed#







hǔ!¤# ‘tiger’,# the# character# lǐfù!t# [*rəʔpaʔ]# (or[*rəʔbaʔ])# is#used# in# areas# such#as#







represent# the# words# that# they# normally# do.# Here,# they# are# used# as# phonograms# to#
describe#morphemes#having#the#same#sounds#(or#similar#sounds).#According#to#Zhāng#
(1988),# li#means# ‘tiger,’# li! pa#means# ‘male# tiger,’# and# lini#means# ‘female# tiger’# in# the#













Next,# I#will# introduce# studies# that#have# statistically#analyzed# the#distribution#of#
lexical# items# in# ancient# China# and# examined# the# linguistic# distances# between#
demarcated#areas.#
Among# these# studies,# the#most# widely# discussed# subject# may# be# demarcation#




same# regional# words# are# frequently# distributed# in# Area# A# and# Area# B,# it# will# be#
regarded#as#a#phenomenon#that#indicates#that#A#and#B#are#linguistically#proximate.#
(2)#When#an#area#has#many#regional#words#that#are#distributed#only#in#that#area,#
                                                
10#See#Map#3#for#the#actual#geographical#ranges#of#the#areas.#
11#Although# the# difference# between# li! pa# and# li! ni# used# in# today’s# Tujia# language# is# a# maleHfemale#










Since# then,# many# researchers,# including# Serruys# (1959)# and# Liú# (1992),# have#
proposed#their#own#demarcation#theories.12#Their#studies#adhere#fundamentally#to#the#





# is# used# in#Dōngqí# as# a#word# form# that# corresponds# to# the# standard# form#yíng!¥#
used#in#the#areas#such#as#Chén,#Chǔ,#Qín,#and#Jìn.#The#character#“”#is#evidently#used#
as# a# phonogram.# Yíng!¥# [*ləŋ]# and# yáng # [*jaŋ]# were# probably# recognized# as#
different# word# forms# because# the# sound# systems#were# quite# different# between# the#
dialects,#even#though#they#were#originally#the#same#word.#Based#on#this,#Dīng#(1991:#
87)# believes# that# a# syllable# with# the# final13#[*Həŋ]# used# in# the# standard# language#
sometimes#changed#to#[*Hiɑŋ]#in#the#dialect#area#that#included#Dōngqí#(i.e.,#the#Hǎidài#
dialect#area).14#Dīng’s# (1991)# study# is# an#extremely#meaningful#one.#However,# “every#
word#has# its#own#history”,#as# is#well#known.#Therefore,# there# is#some#possibility#that#
the# above# is# a# phenomenon#only# seen#with# the# lexical# item#yíng!¥,# and# that# it# has#





As# stated# above,# many# researchers# have# proposed# their# own# theories# on# the#
demarcation# of# dialects.# However,# the# second# element# of# Lin’s# (1927)# method,#
                                                
12#Following#are# the#proposed#six#divisions:# (1)#Western#dialects,# (2)#Central#dialects,# (3)#Northern#and#
Northeastern#dialects,# (4)#Eastern#dialects,# (5)#Southeastern#dialects,# (6)#Southern#dialects.# (2)#Central#
dialects#are#further#divided#into#two#subgroups,#and#(6)#Southern#dialects#into#three#subgroups.#









explained#above# in# §#4.1,# is# problematic.#When# some# regional#words# are#distributed#
only#in#a#certain#area,#as#explained#in#(2),#there#are#two#theoretically#possible#cases:#a#
case#in#which#an#isogloss#exists#between#the#area#and#the#adjacent#areas,#and#a#case#in#






included# and# the# sounds# of# the# regional# words# are# not# reconstructed.15#These# have#
enabled#us#to#estimate#the#locations#of#the#isoglosses#for#each#lexical#item#in#the#HanH
period#dialects#and#calculate# the# linguistic#distances#between# them#by#quantitatively#
analyzing#the#isoglosses#between#the#areas.#












the#value#of#β# is#high# (10#points#or#higher),#which#means# that# linguistic# continuity# is#
strong.# The# thick# line# indicates# that# linguistic# discontinuity# is# extremely# strong,#
whereas#the#thick#arrow#indicates#that#linguistic#continuity#is#extremely#strong.16#
#
                                                





















(ii)# Modern# Chinese# dialects# have# a# largeHscale# bundle# of# isoglosses# along# the#
Yangtze#River#and# the#Huai#River# (see# Iwata#2010b,#etc.),#whereas#no# such#bundle# is#
                                                






































clearly# shown# in#Map# 3.# However,# there# is# a# certain# level# of# linguistic# discontinuity#
between#Hǎidài#and# Jiānghuái,#and# there# is#also# linguistic#discontinuity#between#Chǔ#
and# Nánchǔ,# indicating# the# possibility# that# these# may# be# the# beginnings# of# the#
isoglosses#later#known#as#the#Huai#River#line#and#Yangtze#River#line,#respectively.#
(iii)# Uniqueness# of# the# Chǔ# dialect# area# (Chǔ# and# Chén)# was# emphasized# with#
demarcations#discussed#in#the#previous#studies.#This#is#certainly#correct#because#there#
is#indeed#extremely#strong#linguistic#discontinuity#between#Chǔ#and#Qín.#On#the#other#





In#§#4.2,# I#discussed#the#synchronic#situation#of# the#Chinese#dialects#of# the#Han#
period.#However,#in#some#cases,#diachronic#changes#can#be#presumed#from#the#dialect#
maps#created#based#on#Fāngyán.#I#will#introduce#concrete#examples#in#this#section.#





that# the# above# phenomena# are# not# logically# contradictory.# To# explain# in# concrete#
terms:##
(1)#When#the#same#word# is#distributed# in#Jiānghuái#and#Nánchǔ,#either#there# is#
no#data#regarding#Chǔ,#or#another#word#is#distributed#there;##
(2)#When#the#same#word# is#distributed# in# Jiānghuái#and#Chǔ,#either# there# is#no#
data#regarding#Nánchǔ,#or#another#word#is#distributed#there.##
I#suggest#that#(1)#and#(2)#reflect#different# language# layers,#and,#assuming#this# is#
true,# the# above#phenomena# can#be#understood#with#no# logical# contradictions.# From#
the#historical#fact#that#Chǔ#expanded#its#influence#to#the#north#during#the#Eastern#Zhou#
period,#and# from#the#descriptions# in#ancient#Chinese# texts,# it# can#be# speculated# that#
















I# therefore#propose# that# the# regional#words# common# to# Jiānghuái# and#Nánchǔ#
belong# primarily# to# the# old# layer# (first# phase),# and# the# regional# words# common# to#








In# this# paper,# I# introduced# Fāngyán# and# reviewed# studies# of# proto# Chinese#
languages#conducted#based#on#it.#It#is#expected#that#there#will#be#major#advancements#
in#studies#of#lexical#history#as#well#as#of#linguistic#distances#between#areas.#These#will#
depend,# of# course,# on# further# developments# and#modifications# of# the# original#maps#
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